Learn to Code

*Lansing Library • Fall 2018*

**Celebration Demo Schedule**

Kareema and Shadiya - A Virtual Duck

Rahma and Shayma - A Virtual Tortoise

Aidan - Tortoise Meets Pacman

Davina, Olivia, and Promise - A Virtual Butterfly

Callan - The Entertainer

Daha and Thien - A Virtual Snake

Trucy TruongPhan - A Virtual Giraffe

Phelan - Edwardo Squidwardo

Avery and Hannah - Animal Parade

Nolan - Number Randomizer

Carter - Square Lights

Alex and Juneydi - Hangman

Jenny - Music Generator

Caleb - Snake Game

Janelle - Kelly the Magic 8 Ball

Mohamed, Plank and Zeynal - Combination Lock

http://technovation.cadl.org
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